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IVES 

The Story on Page 2 



Boarding the 20
th

 Century 

Limited (See front cover illustration) 

By John Gray I-6662 
During the late Victorian Era, the 

standard American passenger car was 
constructed largely of wood.  Some of these 
late 1800’s and early 1900’s coaches were 
quite ornate, both outside and inside.  

The front cover illustration shows a 
Victorian lady being gently helped aboard and 
IVES No. 72 Twentieth Century Limited 
“Chicago” passenger car by a courteous 
conductor.  By all appearances she will be 
traveling “first class”.  The time is 1910, when 
the steam locomotive was at the height of its 
glory, and the romance and excitement of 
railway travel was very much in vogue. 

Brass fixtures, fine carpeting, stained-
glass transoms, along with finely upholstered 
seating, made these passenger coaches quite 
regal in appearance.  Of course the very best of 
accommodations and appointments were 
reserved for the first-class traveling public.  
Nonetheless, bathrooms, steam heated cabins 
and comfortable dining cars made traveling by 
train enjoyable for everyone.   

Early in the 20th Century, the old 
wooden passenger coaches were replaced with 
the new “steel” cars for reasons of safety.  
Quite often the wooden coaches caught fire 
during accidents, and sometimes unwary 
passengers became impaled on large splinters 
of wood, as the cars easily shattered upon 
impact.  While the steel cars were much safer 
than the old wooden cars, they somehow 
lacked the charm and elegance of their 
predecessors.  

No toy manufacturer produced more 
faithful reproductions of these early wooden 
passenger cars then IVES.  The lithography use 
to depict the intricate wood-grain siding and 
fancy decorations on their early “0” gauge and 
“1” gauge passenger cars was superb.   
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Montgomery Ward “0” Gauge Sets                                                                                                                             

by: David McEntarfer  

To the best of my knowledge Montgomery Ward did 

not catalog any IVES prior to 1926. The catalogs 

always covered two years 26-27, 27-28, etc. In the 

1926-27 catalog only the one Wide gauge set that 

Alan Grieme’s spoke of in his article in the March issue 

of “Tracks” was shown in the catalog. 

 1927-1928 

In the 1927-28 Montgomery Ward catalog two 0 

gauge sets are shown:  48G96 and 48G97, the “G” in 

the middle indicated which catalog it was in and the 

actual boxes were marked 48-96 and 48-97.  I have a 

boxed 48-96 set, and it would appear to be identical 

to the Fort Orange set which is listed in the 1927 IVES 

catalog except it came in a plain brown box for 

Montgomery Ward. It’s definitely an IVES box with no 

markings except the catalog number 48-96 stamped 

on one end.  

Below:  MGW 48-96 “Rocky Mountain Special” Set 

and Set Box   

 

 

The picture above depicts a 1927 version of the 48-96.  

Note the plain box with a rubber stamping of the 

number 48-96. On the right is a picture of the Fort 

Orange set from the IVES 1927 catalog cut.  

 

The MGW catalog calls the 48-96 set the “The Rocky 

Mountain Special”.  The other set 48-97 is the only 

one I’ve never seen in an original box, it’s named the 

“Dixie Flyer” but looks to be the same as set no. 500 

from the 27 IVES catalog named the “Green Mountain 

Express”.  

 

Above: IVES Cataloged “Green Mountain Express” 

 The MGM Dixie Flyer sold for $5.48 while the 

cataloged “Green Mountain Express” sold for 

$5.75/$6.25. When it comes to 1927 sets one 

difference would be that the cataloged “Green 

Mountain Express” came with the Conductor’s Outfit, 

while the MGW one did not. 

1928-1929 

In the 1928-29 catalog there are two 0 gauge sets, 

48C96 which is a repeat from the previous year but in 

1928 this set did not appear in the IVES catalog, and 

the MGW catalog simply named this set “39 ½ inch 

electric train”.  

The other set being 48C122 which is a freight set that 

appears to be identical  to Set 431 from the 1928 IVES 

catalog which was named the “Overnight Freight”, and 

the MGW catalog simply called it “Electric Freight train 

with Lighted caboose”.  I have two boxed sets marked 

as 48-122, both have the same freight cars shown in 
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the IVES catalog and MGW catalog, although one of 

them has a painted rubber stamped gondola and 

caboose, both difficult cars to find. The set having 

rubber stamped cars has the “inside-out” box with the 

IVES label only visible on the inside after you cut the 

tape that sealed the box.  

 

 

Above: MGW 48-122 Set with Lithographed Freight 

Cars, plus “Inside-Out” Set Box 

Below:  MGW 48-122 with Painted Rubber Stamped 

Gondola and Caboose, plus “Inside-Out” Set Box 

 

 

The second boxed set I have also has the IVES “inside 

out” box with the number stamped on both ends.  It 

contains the regular lithographed gondola and caboose 

from the MGW 1929-30 catalog.  Both the 48-122 sets 

have the brown lumber car which usually only shows up 

in 1928 sets. 1929 cataloged sets always came with the 

green lumber car. This set also has the litho lighted 

caboose only listed in 1928 sets. I’ve always felt that this 

set was the one from 1929, but can’t be sure and it 

definitely contains pieces categorized with 1928 cars.                          

1929-1930                                                                                   

The 1929-30 MGW catalog has the same two sets, 48E96 

and 48E122 that the previous catalog had. The 1929 IVES 

catalog doesn’t show either of these sets.                    

1930-1931                                                                                                                 

The 1930-31 catalog shows five IVES sets. Set number 

48G15 (below cut) appears to be the same as the No. 30 

set from the 1930 catalog labeled “The Mohican”.                            

 

Set number 48G104, which is a combination electric 

steam engine passenger set with three extra freight cars. 

It also contains several accessories as part of the set, a 

station and two electric signals. Besides the fact that 

IVES never cataloged any combination sets like this, this 

is the set also contains the “Blue Vagabond” eight wheel 

cars with red trucks. These cars were not available 

anywhere else except from Montgomery Ward.                             

Below: MGW 1930-31 Catalog Cut of 48G104 Set                         
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  MGW Catalog Cut 48G15 



 

 

The next set was a mechanical train No. 48G106, which 

consisted of a combination of passenger and freight cars. 

This set had two engines, one a No. 66 steam and the 

other a No. 30 electric style. There were 4 freight cars 

that went with the No. 66 and three passenger cars that 

went with the No. 30, this later set was in the catalog but 

listed it as coming with a No. 26 clockwork. There was 

also a station and several mechanical accessories. 

Obviously this was never cataloged in the regular IVES 

catalog, but all the pieces were regular cataloged items. 

When I got this set it was boxed, took everything out to 

photograph it, but for past 10 years I have been unable 

to get everything to fit back in the box the way it came.                                                                                  

 

The last two sets in the 1930-31 MGW catalog were 

48G107 and 48G108. These sets were simply the freight 

train and the passenger train from set 48G106, just 

packaged separately. The 1930-31 catalog also listed an 

IVES electric locomotive for separate sale which appears 

to be an Orange/Black 3261. The 1930 catalog did show 

an Orange/black 3261 pulling a single set but didn’t show 

it for separate sale. Besides the regular catalogs I have a 

Christmas Sale Catalog that I assume must be for 

Christmas 1930 which shows 4 of the 5 sets listed with 

Special Christmas pricing offering large discounts.                              

 

          The numbers were the same except the middle 

letter on these set numbers was “M” not “G”. Also set 

48G108 in the 1930-31 catalog showed an IVES freight 

train. The same set on the Christmas flyer showed an 

American Flyer freight train. I do have the MGW 1931-32 

catalog and though it has a lot of train sets it does not 

appear to be any made by IVES. 
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Below:  MGW Catalog Cut 48G106, 107, 108  

MGW 48-104 Set 

 

MGW 48-106 Set with Boxes 

MGW 48-106 Set on Display 

 Above:  MGW Christmas Catalog Cuts  



1928 ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE PURCHASE OF 

THE IVES MANUFACTURING CORPORATION   

NOTE: 

PUBLICATION OF THE ABOVE UNKNOWN 

NO MENTION OF BANKRUPTCY SALE ATTENDEES 

NO MENTION OF LIONEL OR AMERICAN FLYER INVOLVEMENT  
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“MADE IN THE IVES SHOPS”   AND “AIR BRAKE” ARE LARGER AND CLEARER  AS COMPARED TO THE  CAR ON 

OUR  WEB SITE  WHICH IS A FAKE.  ALSO NOTE THE ROOF COLOR DOES NOT MATCH THE CAR AT LEFT.  

CLOSEUP OF ICE CREAM CAR FROM THE COLLECTION 

ON PAGE 4.  THIS CARE IS A REAL  PROTOTYPE 

CLOSEUP OF ICE CREAM CAR FROM THE IVES TRAIN 

SOCIETY  WEB SITE.  THIS CAR IS A FAKE  

BOX OF IVES PARTS THAT WAS STORED IN 

THE LOCKER WITH THE ORIGINAL IVES     

PROTOTYPE CARS. ALL OF THESE PARTS 

WERE ORIGINAL AND UNUSED. 

The provenance of the PROTOTYPE PIECES - Around 1984 Jerry Blaine got a lead from a hobby shop about a lock-

er that had trains.  The items in that locker were in there since the 1950’s and lay dormant until the owner died 

and the estate took over its ownership.  In that locker was a nickel boiler for an 1134 locomotive, a Dorfan 1134 

locomotive, a  box  of IVES parts (see photo above) including sample engineers for the cast iron 1134s, (3) Tomato 

Soup cars (2) without spouts, and (1) with a spout), a #254 Power House, a #349 Crossing Signal, a prototype 

Crane Car, a prototype Ice Cream Car, a black 3236 locomotive, a black 3243 locomotive and other IVES related 

items.  The man that owned these items was possibly an employee of IVES on the West coast.  Jerry Blaine bought 

the contents of the locker from the estate.  Jerry moved the storage chests from the storage locker to his home. 

The first pick of the liter was to Edmond Garacochea who got the nickel 1134 boiler, the Dorfan 1134 locomotive, 

and possibly some other select pieces.  Chuck Stone purchased the parts chest which was recently sold by Stout 

Auctions. The bulk of the trains remained with Jerry selling off just enough to pay for the deal.  Jerry eventually 

sold off three of the pieces to Chuck Brasher which included the prototype Crane Car, one of the Tomato Soup 

cars without the spout and the prototype Ice Cream Car.   Eventually Chuck Brasher sold these pieces to another 

collector on the West coast along with the unique Boston and Maine Box Car.  The Boston and Maine car was not 

part of the locker find, but showed up at the Sheraton in York.  This unidentified collector then proceeded to buy 

up other pieces from various recipients of Jerry Blaine’s estate, and other sources.  All these pieces were in this 

locker since the 1950’s and therefore none of them could be repaints by Jimmy. Which means the Crane Car and 

Ice Cream car are correct original prototypes. 
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Donald J. Lewis, President 

35 Harwood Drive 

Danbury CT 06810 

(203) 792-5090  

(203) 417- 7783 (Cell) 

dorfan@comcast.net 

 

David McEntarfer 

Director 

Membership Chairman 

PO Box 72 

Forestville, NY 14062 

(716) 679-5782  

Martin Fasack 

Director/Tracks Editor 

PO Box 937 

Plandome, NY 11030 

(516) 627-8804 

Fax (516) 627-6632 

fasttrack@rcn.com 

 

The IVES Train Society publishes “Tracks” 3 times per year and its publication TIES once per year.  

The IVES Train Society copyrights all material. No part of this publication or format may be reproduced 

or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and 

recording, for any purpose without the express written permission of the President.  Neither the IVES 

Train Society nor the Editor is responsible for content of articles nor is the quality of items offered or 

reviewed guaranteed or warranted by the IVES Train Society.  Information published herein is with 

written approval.  WEB SITE: www.ivestrains.org - Also visit the IVES train society on Facebook  
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